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About This Game

*All games included are titles that have been discontinued and are being provided to you “as is”. All games have been tested to
work under the system requirements suggested.

What is Fasaria World: Ancients of Moons MMORPG?

Fasaria World: Ancients of Moons is a single/multiplayer fantasy online experience that can be played locally from your PC
(single player offline). Instructions are included on how to host your own server and how other players can join your game.

Fasaria World was originally released in 2005 and then re-produced and re-released in 2012. The game was eventually taken
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down but based upon user requests, it is being updated and released for players to play off of their own local PCs as single
player or they can host a private server.

Unravel the mystery behind an elusive force threatening Fasaria and her 3 moons. Build your character, space station and travel
through the planetarium to discover Fasaria's secrets.

*Includes server application with easy edit scripts. You can easily launch the game from your PC for single player by launching
the simple server application or set up a network where you can invite friends to play on your server. Modify the game to your
liking provided you maintain the game's name and logo. The game or server can NOT be re-sold in whole or part. The game

client or server can not be re-distributed in whole or in part.

*This game is an older title that was discontinued using a game engine that has been long discontinued and is being re-released
with updates. With community support and suggestions, we can still go back and update the game design and some features to

enhance the game experience. Please provide feedback and suggestions to help us improve the game.

 NO MONTHLY or ADDITIONAL FEES.

 New in game Leaderboard added. Climb the ranks and reach greatness.

 Explore Fasaria and her 3 moons.

 Journey through the Planetarium.

 Populate and build your space station.

 Level up your skills and character.

 Collect tribute from your fleet.

 Play slots to earn Platinum Tokens.

 Gain karma and earn rewards.

 Play locally or set up a network and invite friends.
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Title: Fasaria World: Ancients of Moons
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Fasaria Works
Publisher:
U Game Me
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista 7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or 1.80 GHz equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Basic Color Graphics Card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Basic Sound Card

English
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its ok i guess. So I absolutely love this game, all the games you have made have been gold! I was able to get all four endings and
it really took a lot of thinking to get some of them... Amazing job!

Bad ending gameplay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeKAKGikfFk. If you have 10 controllers, it's a rather unique game to play. Bioshock 2 is
the best, just believe me :D And this DLC is solid 5+ hours of an interesting side story set in new part of the Rapture. Get it,
play it and you will not be disappointed :D

PS.: it seems that you will get Bioshock remaster for free (only) if you have the original games + this DLC. Yeet this game
good,if ya follow from first story'
But play at now no really worth but still a good game and H I S T O R I C. The game isvery unique and very in-depth however
there are just a few things i can't deal with while playing it.

- Tons of bugs and crashes; be prepared.
- Few updates. They made this game and updated it a little and now they are working on supreme ruler *ULTIMATE* which
they ask another 30$ for. So don't expect\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to change unless you buy the new game
which may or may not carry all the bugs and crashes with it.
- Ai is dumb. If you like to micro some parts of your country and let the ai do the rest you will get screwed. Expecially if your ai
control your military. They will suicide ships and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
- Diplomacy is really bad. Ai will spam you the same trade offer multiple times even though you decline it. Also, trading is
unfair.
- The speed meter thing is really bad. If you get like a year into the game the fastest speed lags and becomes really slow. Give it
a few more years and it'll slow down to be unplayable. Even with a really good computer don't expect anything different.
- Going back to the ai being dumb, don't expect them to be challanging.

I can't recommend this game because it feels like an early access game. Also I feel jipped that they released this game gave it a
few \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 updates then went off to make another game. I also own Supreme ruler 2020 and
I do not recommend that either. If you go off to buy the ultimate version expect it to be unfinished and buggy too.

. Woah Dave takes classic elements from a few classic arcade titles and combines them into an temporily-displaced, just-one-
more-play-addictive gem. It has (of course) couch two player, and the recent DELUXE patch added two new levels and a couple
of new mechanics that really round things out, including bosses! If you should ever tire of the rockin' soundtrack, which will
take a while, it seems to play well to whatever your music player is putting out at the time. If you feel competitive, each
mode\/map\/difficulty combo has its own leaderboard.

JUST ONE THING: Dave wants you to use a controller. C'mon man!. The DLC adds to the base game. If you like GC3 it's a
must buy.. Basically I excepted the Chinese version before it really came up. However, this language update makes me
extremely disappointed. There are numerous translation mistakes and bugs in the game. It seems like CFK uses Google
Translate on the content, otherwise I suggest you company to employ better translator and programmars.

大体上：这翻译还能玩儿？？？？
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Gooooooooooooood morning VIETNAM! 8\/10. Look at the Forum, this game is full of bugs.
And the Dev completely abandoned this game.
It has so much potential!! I want to like it!
But just update the unity engine, this is a very very eary built.
What is this? Unity 4.something?
You cannot close the game. You have to kill it via taskmanager.
It laggs horribly when the music repeats.
It misses combos, etc.
Update the engine and then fix only a very few bugs! That would be enough.
. i would recmend it because there are 5 islands of the same airport but the islands are super close together so its like a 5 to 10
minute flight to each island. Name me one other series of game where fighting is this intense, this varied, this challenging, and
this fast.

This game is beautiful.
The flow of combat is beautiful.
The AI is beautiful (fight Dante at the fight before Sanctus on DMD mode. You'll see what I mean.)
The graphics are downright stunning, and are optimized enough to run well on a craptop.
I'm serious. I haven't seen optimization this good since Half-Life 2.

Don't like Nero? Ok. You get Dante in ten missions. He plays even more smoothly than he did in DMC3. His combos, as an
effect, are now so varied it's borderline ridiculous, and they don't feel even remotely choppy.

Not enough enemies? No problem. Play on Legendary Dark Knight difficulty. You'll have so many enemies that your style
meter won't know what to do.

Too slow for you? They've also got that covered. Turbo is in the PC version. Play Devil May Cry at 120% the speed it was
before. That's damn fast.

Don't like the bosses? Who cares? You get Bloody Palace once you beat the game (on not Easy). You don't even have to play as
Nero in it. You can start as Dante and show off your combo-crazy prowess on wave after wave of unfortunate foes.

Don't like Dante? Go see a doctor.

9.3/10
The only thing wrong with this game is the repitition of bosses (even moreso than the first DMC) and the terrible way the dice
game was implemented on Dante Must Die difficulty.
But to be honest, I've had more fun with the bosses here than I had with every other DMC.. Great short little horror experience
with no jumpscares. Looking forward to the full release.. Strata is a very simple idea that works well and is nicely delivered. It
starts as a pleasant casual game in that you can just walk away from it an any time and it's out of your head in a nanosecond, but
while you're playing it.

But....

A possible criticism is the change in difficulty curve every time your square increases in size. There's a large jump between 3x3
puzzles and 4x4 ones and the further one progresses the less casual it becomes and the more concentration is needed. Strata
stops being so casual and becomes fiendish once you're sucked in unless you use the hints I guess. But I'm not a fan of just
following instructions.. First off, I paid for this game. I like to support developers, especially ones that add elements to a genre.

I like that this game adds an inventory system to the rogue-like genre. I can customize my loadouts or change them based on the
situation.

I like the music, although it would be great to add some more variety.

The Graphic style is appealling to me, the retro look is great.
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For an early access game, I like it and look forward to future updates! Here's my Youtube review!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/gIyxGCVDJ-k. what's puzzling is why i own this
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